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Teslaiscriviti

“If we use fuel to get our power, we are living on our
capital and exhausting it rapidly. This method is

barbarous and wantonly wasteful and will have to be
stopped in the interest of coming generations.”

Nikola Tesla (Никола Тесла, July 10, 1856 – Jan 7, 1943) was
the greatest electrical engineer. His best known invention is
the Tesla coil or helical transmission line resonant
transformer (oscillation transformer, inducto-resonator,
helical (wave) resonator, resonance helix, resonance wave
coil, 'jigger'), a distributed resonance resonator, and its
simpler incarnation, coupled tuned circuits to
compartmentalize energy storage and radiation for
narrowband/tuned radio, multiplex telephony and single-
wire/waveguide-conducted power transmission. Among
other things he also invented the brushless induction motor
and underlying polyphase AC rotating magnetic field
concept and power distribution method, fundamental
corona-preventing HV insulation techniques that were
universally adopted by builders and manufacturers, practical
wireless plasma lighting including electrodeless light
emitting plasma lights, near-field resonant wireless power
transfer (resonant inductive coupling, electrodynamic
induction), RF alternator, distributed capacitance balanced-
reactance winding and similar distributed resonator filter,
grounded tuned antenna, rotary spark gap, quenched gap,
hydrogen gap, triggered gap, magnetically interrupted arc,
mercury arc rectifier, CW oscillator, mechanical CW receiver
(tikker, tone wheel), feedback for RF amplification
(regeneration) and local RF injection for heterodyning and Q
enhancement, surface/evanescent wave radio for wireless
power, multi-channel/channel-hopping spread spectrum
concept, radio control and digital logic gates ('telautomata'),
incandescent vacuum tube diode light, unipolar x-ray tube,
Litz wire, magnetic rectifier, magnetic amplifier, compound-
electromagnet circuit breaker, pulse forming, reciprocating
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John G Trump is Donald Trumps Uncle and
was the guy who examined Teslas papers at
Teslas death! Trump was at MIT working on
all types of radiation and atomic stuff! He
died in 1985 the year Back to the Future
was released .
http://www.nytimes.com/1985/02/26/us/joh
n-trump-dies-engineer-was-78.html

Tesla's entire estate from the Hotel New
Yorker and other New York City hotels
was transported to the Manhattan
Storage and Warehouse Company under
the Office of Alien Property (OAP) seal.
[25] John G. Trump, a professor at M.I.T.
and a well-known electrical engineer
serving as a technical aide to the
National Defense Research Committee,
was called in to analyze the Tesla items
in OAP custody.[25] After a three-day
investigation, Trump's report concluded
that there was nothing which would
constitute a hazard in unfriendly hands,
stating:

[Tesla's] thoughts and efforts during at
least the past 15 years were primarily of
a speculative, philosophical, and
somewhat promotional character often
concerned with the production and
wireless transmission of power; but did
not include new, sound, workable
principles or methods for realizing such
results.[155]

In a box purported to contain a part of
Tesla's "death ray", Trump found a 45-
year-old multidecade resistance box.
[156]

By the way Donald Trumps dad is tied to
Nikola Tesla in a
http://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=ElO5W7iEW8c  youtube documentary i
just happened to stumble on while
searching for Trump news after having
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electromagnet circuit breaker, pulse forming, reciprocating
engine-generators and their use as phonon resonators for
locating underground deposits ('telegeodynamics')
(sometimes described by others as an 'earthquake machine'),
cryogenic cooling to decrease resistance, charge-shuttle
open-circuit design and resonant circuits, field effect
vacuum and plasma tube amplifiers, cascade voltage
multiplier, charge compression voltage multiplier, traveling
wave ring resonator, parametric thermoelectric generator,
ozone generator / nitrogen oxidizer, coaxial waveguide, EM
cavity resonance, Earth-ionosphere cavity resonance,
traveling wave amplifying particle coherence and
absorption (basis of the traveling wave tube), UV/x-ray
photoelectric/Compton effect and multipactor voltage
multipliers, atmospheric plasmoids ('fireballs') early video
camera and projection television, electron accelerator
(betatron), relativistic electron beam and plasma filaments,
recirculating-dielectric electrostatic generator and Venturi
effect open vacuum tube ('teleforce'), original radar concept,
boundary layer turbine, turbo compressor pump and wave
mechanical check valve. He also highlighted the
superluminal velocity of EM interference patterns and
shadows and advocated EM wave models of the electron
and photon.

Looking for the electric car and consumer energy
company? /r/TeslaMotors
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phenomena 1893 ￮ On mechanical and electrical oscillators
1893 ￮ On electricity 1897 ￮ On the streams of Lenard and
Roentgen with novel apparatus 1897 (reconstructed) ￮ HF
oscillators 1898 ￮ Teleautomatics 1899 
books The Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola Tesla
1894 ⋅ Colorado Springs Notes 1899-1900 ⋅ Nikola Tesla on his
AC work unpublished 1916 legal brief ⋅ Electricity at high pressures
and frequencies 1913
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searched for Tesla previously and not
erasing the search box. Tesla was heavily
into some alien quantum communication
claims and if Trumps dad knew him then
Trump might have had some future
knowledge that helped him get rich.
Remember in the Back to the Future movies
(which have some weird 9/11 references as
discussed here
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comme
nts/3nemq8/back_to_the_future_predicted_9
11/ ) Biff is a real estare casino owning
mogul who makes a fortune in the future
because he has the book that shows info
from the future. Is Trump mentioned by
name in the movies somehow? Very strange.

Ok here is fhe description section under the
youtube vidoe.

Published on Sep 16, 2015Donald Trump &
John G Trump - FBI Files on Nikola Tesla's
Missing Papers + Einstein & Edison
Debunked tags: iran deal, nuclear power
valuable, nuclear bombs hoax, Israel, cnn,
fox, abc, cbs, msnbc, rt, young turks,
presidential debate 2015, 2016 candidates,
marco Rubio, chris Christie, ben carson, jeb
bush, scott walker, mike Huckabee, ben
carson, ted cruz, carlie Fiorina - Nikola Tesla
& Donald Trump & George HW Bush
Connection w/ Teleforce from Tesla's FBI File
PART 1 of 3 -- Donald Trump admits his
uncle John G Trump is the one who may
have seen Nikola Tesla's Death Ray/Peace
Ray/Teleforce, Missile Shield, Worldwide
Wireless Energy & The Automaton left in
Tesla's (MULTI-DECADE MULTI-METER
RESISTANCE-BOX (PANDORA'S BOX)) --
Exposing Nuclear Power and/or Danger
Hoax, & Nuclear Bomb Hoax, Teleforce,
Tesla's FBI File, George Herbert Walker
Scherff Jr (Curious George)'s High Tension
Radiant Beams, destruction of Tesla's Labs &
Towers, potential Castration (Self
Immolation), his Torture and Assassination
by the conspirators with the CIA's
Assassination Gun, declassified in 1973.
https://face book.com/video.php?
v=536942209793412 -- Although the
Discovery Channel admits Tesla died of a
heart attack, the assassination gun leaving
no trace, Tesla still had a closed-casket at
his Eulogy. Nikola Tesla's Eulogy by NY
Mayor Laguardia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RNDzISgEU3s  and his conspirator
Louis Adamic (who sent the letter to the FBI
January 4th 1943, the Thursday before the
Weekend of Tesla's Assassination) -- Tesla's
FBI File in HD for Download:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

1 points

Maxwell’s displacement current and current in
cuprate superconductors: magnetic monopole
conduction model
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v=IjbK1viXTdo  -- Teleforce
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teleforce --
Death Ray
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_ray --
Wireless Power
http://peswiki.com/index.php/Directory:Wire
less_Transmission_of_Electricity -- July 2015
Directed Energy Weapons
http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/ar
chive/2015/july/pages/directedenergyweapo
nswilltheyeverbeready.aspx Tesla Patents in
HD featuring Google CEO Larry Page --
https://www.face
book.com/100004329120838/videos/vb.100
004329120838/482652491889051/ --
DONALD TRUMP's uncle John G Trump of
M.I.T & National Defense Research
Committee was called in to analyze Nikola
Tesla's 80 Trunks of Inventions, Paperwork,
Safe, 30 Barrels in Storage a 45 year "Multi-
Decade Resistance Box" from rooms 3327-8
& hidden room/s.
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla -- In
1944, Trump was riding into liberated Paris
next to Eisenhower -- Feb 26 1985 JOHN G
TRUMP DIES; ENGINEER WAS 78
http://nytimes.com/1985/02/26/us/john-
trump-dies-engineer-was-78.html -- Tesla's
FBI file confirms on Jan 7th 1943, he had
COMPLETED and PERFECTED Wireless
Transmission of Electrical Power & Death
Ray/Peace Ray. FBI believes the notes,
experiments, designs and formula were
within Tesla's personal effects. FBI also
knew that Tesla has conceived of a
revolutionary type of Torpedo that is
presently not in use by other nations. FBI
confirms that Tesla's personal effects, safe,
trunks, deposit box and storage unit had
been pillaged by the FBI, John G Trump,
Defense Department... The FBI still claims
to this day that they don't have any of these
documents other than what was given to the
Department of Alien Property by 1953.
http://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/fbi_01.html -- In
1954, a George Herbert Walker Scherff Jr, the
son of Nikola Tesla's assistant, sends a letter
to the FBI about Tesla's "High Tension
Radiant Beams"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Kblh5jaik3o  -- NIKOLA TESLA'S FBI
FILES CONFIRM TESLA'S INVENTIONS ARE
HELD UNDER NATIONAL SECURITY AND
THE EXISTENCE OF TESLA'S 1937 "DYNAMIC
THEORY OF GRAVITY"
http://uncletaz.com/library/scimath/tesla/tes
lafbi1.html -- The players are: Sava
Kosanovich ,Tesla’s nephew, George Clark,
Head of the RCA Laboratorium, Kenneth
Sweezey , Science Author, Bloyce Fitzgerald ,
Scientist, John G Trump, Head of Div 14 at
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the OSRD, George Willis, Naval Intelligence,
Abraham Spanel, International Latex
Corporation.
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/threa
d778810/pg1 -- Nikola Tesla's "Teleforce"
based on a completely new set of physics
different than his wireless power system
http://www.teslasociety.com/deathray.htm

From the tesla wikipedia page

At http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla

Quote

Tesla's entire estate from the Hotel New
Yorker and other New York City hotels
was transported to the Manhattan
Storage and Warehouse Company under
the Office of Alien Property (OAP) seal.
[25] John G. Trump, a professor at M.I.T.
and a well-known electrical engineer
serving as a technical aide to the
National Defense Research Committee,
was called in to analyze the Tesla items
in OAP custody.[25] After a three-day
investigation, Trump's report concluded
that there was nothing which would
constitute a hazard in unfriendly hands,
stating:

[Tesla's] thoughts and efforts during at
least the past 15 years were primarily of
a speculative, philosophical, and
somewhat promotional character often
concerned with the production and
wireless transmission of power; but did
not include new, sound, workable
principles or methods for realizing such
results.[155]

In a box purported to contain a part of
Tesla's "death ray", Trump found a 45-
year-old multidecade resistance box.
[156]

John G Trump is Donald Trumps uncle

The alien office doesnt mean outerspace. It
means immigrant although Tesla DID claim
he could communicate with space beings
with his equipment.
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19/11/2016 Donald Trumps Uncle was the MIT electrical genius who inspected Tesla's secret papers after Teslas death which were rumored to have time travel, alien…
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